
50+ Fellowship 

Hello, 

Thank you for your interest in Calvary Chapel’s 50+ Fellowship. 

My name is Phil Liddle and with my wife Ivy we coordinate this group. 

 

1Thessalonians 3:12 is the prayer we have for this group. “And the Lord make you to increase and 

abound in love one toward another, and toward all men, even as we do toward you:” KJV 

50+ Purpose: 

Fun Fellowship Activities to promote Connection and Friendships 

Encouragement and Helping Hands for Needs which Arise 

Involvement in Serving at Calvary Chapel and Community  

We have several groups which meet at various times, typically Saturday during the day or evening 

once a month in a host home with a group leader. They may involve a potluck, games, or other 

activities. The same group meets consistently in the same home, although anyone can visit any of the 

other groups.  80% of the group are couples, but we encourage singles to come. In fact, most activities 

chosen are not strictly couples oriented. In many groups, the men and women often split up 

during/after dinner for games or conversation. 

There are 2-3 large group events each year in which all the groups come together, such as helping with 

Operation Christmas Child, or our Annual Christmas Social etc. 

Also spontaneous events can be announced by anyone for all the groups.  An example is “We are going 

to the Peaks of Otter for a Picnic next Saturday- any one want to join us?” 

You can be involved in several ways.   

Join a monthly small group and come to our large combined events or just come to our large combined 

events. You can also be a host home or leader for one of our small groups. 

Either way, we do ask if you want to join a small group to please try and attend as much as you can 

because our host homes and leaders make preparations and others are wanting to fellowship with you.    

If you choose not to join us, please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any specific needs. We are 

willing to help if we can or connect you to one of our Church staff.  

Call me if you have any further questions or would like to become a part of 50+ Fellowship. 

We look forward to meeting You!  

Phil and Ivy Liddle 

434-851-6638 or liddle4@gmail.com 


